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Nurturing North Ayrshire Vision

 The authority expectation is that children and young 
people will have access to high quality teaching and 
learning, within innovative, flexible and nurturing 
environments 

 By building our capacity to provide nurturing 
approaches in all establishments, we will support 
inclusion by developing the emotional health of all our 
learners, and support the ability of staff to meet the 
needs of young people and raise attainment

 Meeting well-being need by using a nurturing approach, 
is the responsibility for all staff in North Ayrshire 



Nurturing North Ayrshire

Nurturing 
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15 Nurture 
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Progress So Far

15 nurture groups up and running:

 S seems a lot happier and tells me about his day now
 A is much more settled at school
 “supported inclusive culture and consistency of 

practice”
 “already making a real difference for children and 

families in our school”



Progress So Far

Secondary Implementation:

 “Powerful and impactful training”
 Supported inclusion back to mainstream
 “Support provided by the Ace Base…has allowed J not 

only to continue with his education at X Academy but to 
have made progress academically and socially”



Two Pillars of Nurture Approaches

Care PushAnd 

• Attunement
• Warmth

• Connection
• Empathy

• Understanding

• Structure
• Expectations
• Authoritative

• Press (when ready)



Teaching Practices That Promote Student’s  
Social and Emotional Competence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yoder et al (2014)teaching the whole child





Scottish Attainment Challenge 
Enriching Learning & Teaching in North Ayrshire

Professional Learning Academy

‘To improve schools one must invest in people,

support people and develop people.’

(Schlecty, 1990)



Rationale 

Evaluating our local context

Lessons from around the world 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RATIONALE based on two components: validation of our needs as a local authority and a review of international evidence.ROC:  Our local research told us that ‘There is much on-going activity in teaching and learning. It is unclear how systematic and coherent this work is in relation to wider knowledge on what works and why.’‘Taking risks and experimenting is important in improving teaching and learning and raising attainment…..teachers can be reluctant to do this for fear of jeopardising attainment targets.’ (Robert Owen Centre Key Findings)The theme of what works, what doesn’t and why permeates our entire approach to professional learning. Document: ‘How the world’s most improved school systems keep getting better’One of the key interventions that happen at every performance stage for all education systems who are effectively driving improvement is:‘Building the instruction skill of teachers and management skills of Head Teachers.’A review of underpinning research by the Sutton Trust in October 2014 found that one of two factors with the STRONGEST EVIDENCE of improving pupil attainment is the quality of instruction. We’ve looked at established school improvement programmes (that is those sustained for at least 8 years) incl London Challenge and New York and adopted some key messages – one being working across schools to build capacity and raise attainment. Our vision replicated that of Ontario:Focused on improving primary school literacy and numeracyProvided extensive carefully targeted professional development for teachersSupported research to find, understand and share effective practices.



Devising frameworks for Literacy, Numeracy and Pedagogy to support staff. 

Working across sectors to provide high quality professional training to drive 
improvement and increase attainment. 

Offering support across schools (including professional learning networks) 
to share practice, build capacity and lead learning. 

Enhancing Children’s Learning in North Ayrshire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our role is to Design, support and monitor the development of tailored interventions designed to tackle inequalities within, between and beyond schools



Developing the PLA Team

Enriching Learning & Teaching in North Ayrshire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Team were established in November 2016.Strategic Lead – Senior Manager Employed team with shared vision and passion for teaching and learningConsists of 4 PTs – Kirsty, PT with responsibility for Numeracy and Julie, PT with responsibility for Literacy2 class teachers 2 Senior Early Years Practitioners – think out of the box and took account of research on early intervention in order to impact attainment. SALT – Recognition of need for significant focus on language development in early yearsTEAM – Shared VisionResults – Focused on setting out to achieve our vision of enriching l & t in NACConflict – Regular research and literature professional dialogue sessions to engage in debate around issues. We believe that a great team can rigorously explore issues, disagree on aspect and still commit to a decision supported by all.Trained as a team, regardless of whether your specialism or interest is Literacy, Numeracy or pedagogy so that, at all times, anyone can step in.



Our 5-Point Approach

Enriching Learning & Teaching in North Ayrshire

Rigorous 
Analysis

Clear Rationale

Models of 
Targeted 

Interventions

Planned 
Measurement

Evaluating, 
Sharing & 
Refining

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t agree with everything that is out there and so we research and explore information and come to a collective decision about whether we, as a team, will promote certain methodologies or recommendations. Reason underlying everything we do and must have sound basis for this. Similarly, we promote this in others. Example: HT meeting Angela provided simple example of monitoring in Early Years with key questions to ask practitioners to encourage all to reflect on reasons underlying specific actions or practices. Recent research has shown the importance of the link between spoken language, learning and cognitive development.(Mercer, Wegerif & Dawes, 1999; Mercer, Dawes, Wegerif & Sams, 2004 in Dawes and Mercer) Consistency Guides – Listening and TalkingProvides clear guidance, NOT PRESCRIPTION, around good practice in L & T. Information informed by SSLN findings and recommendations, a document was produced providing key templates including Criteria for Early-3rd level and templates for you. We added, e.g. Monitoring questions for HTs to use with focus groups to contribute to evaluation of quality of learning. These are based on HGIOS (will now be updated to reflect HGIOS 4), higher order questions and the principles of CfE.  This document was provided to all primary schools and secondary faculty HTs in addition to a training workshop for all 50 primary schools. Unusually, feedback was overwhelmingly positive and we attribute this to the ‘practicality ethic’ – the workshop focused on practical methodologies and strategies which could be taken into the classroom setting the very next day with ease.  The assessment task which teachers all participated in focused on the use of an approach but we took the opportunity to make the content about raising attainment in order to promote thinking,This format will be extended to offer Listening & Talking into Readubg and Listening and Talking into Writing sessions. This exemplifies the approach we use. We develop a workshop, provided a consistency guide and we invite those participating back to evaluate impact of what they have introduced as a result. We also create a Professional Learning Network and will expand this as we progress.  Whole School Approach – L&T had been prepared prior to Attainment Challenge but this allowed us to move it on. All of our key approaches will be whole school so, if a school wishes to attend a workshop on Reading, they must commit to the whole school attending all sessions including all members of the management team. Research tells us that whole school reforms is a key factor in raising attainment and fully believe consistency is key to achieving this, .In Literacy, we will be looking at targeted interventions. In Reading, our intention is to work with whole schools for 2 sessions (there is always a follow up session where participants are asked to bring example of how what they have learned has impacted on practice – that is central to our approach) and we will target P5&6 teachers for more focused intervention work. Our model will be distinct training for them with in-class support in the form of modelling, team teaching and collaborative planning, assessment and evaluation. In terms of supply crisis, we learned from our friends on the Fife Pedagogy Team and have devised a model where some of the team will cover classes (implementing Reading) whilst teachers are trained in school with other members of the team. The School that will be initially trained in reading and writing are those which have significant numbers of children living in SIMD 1 and 2. 



Reflective Practitioners

What is the reason behind what you are doing?

What is the likely impact?

How will you know? 

How will you progress this experience to meet learners’ needs? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Features of highly effective practice



Reflective Practitioners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Features of highly effective practice



Dance Across the Milestones



Enriching Learning & Teaching in North Ayrshire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t agree with everything that is out there and so we research and explore information and come to a collective decision about whether we, as a team, will promote certain methodologies or recommendations. Reason underlying everything we do and must have sound basis for this. Similarly, we promote this in others. Example: HT meeting Angela provided simple example of monitoring in Early Years with key questions to ask practitioners to encourage all to reflect on reasons underlying specific actions or practices. Recent research has shown the importance of the link between spoken language, learning and cognitive development.(Mercer, Wegerif & Dawes, 1999; Mercer, Dawes, Wegerif & Sams, 2004 in Dawes and Mercer) Consistency Guides – Listening and TalkingProvides clear guidance, NOT PRESCRIPTION, around good practice in L & T. Information informed by SSLN findings and recommendations, a document was produced providing key templates including Criteria for Early-3rd level and templates for you. We added, e.g. Monitoring questions for HTs to use with focus groups to contribute to evaluation of quality of learning. These are based on HGIOS (will now be updated to reflect HGIOS 4), higher order questions and the principles of CfE.  This document was provided to all primary schools and secondary faculty HTs in addition to a training workshop for all 50 primary schools. Unusually, feedback was overwhelmingly positive and we attribute this to the ‘practicality ethic’ – the workshop focused on practical methodologies and strategies which could be taken into the classroom setting the very next day with ease.  The assessment task which teachers all participated in focused on the use of an approach but we took the opportunity to make the content about raising attainment in order to promote thinking,This format will be extended to offer Listening & Talking into Readubg and Listening and Talking into Writing sessions. This exemplifies the approach we use. We develop a workshop, provided a consistency guide and we invite those participating back to evaluate impact of what they have introduced as a result. We also create a Professional Learning Network and will expand this as we progress.  Whole School Approach – L&T had been prepared prior to Attainment Challenge but this allowed us to move it on. All of our key approaches will be whole school so, if a school wishes to attend a workshop on Reading, they must commit to the whole school attending all sessions including all members of the management team. Research tells us that whole school reforms is a key factor in raising attainment and fully believe consistency is key to achieving this, .In Literacy, we will be looking at targeted interventions. In Reading, our intention is to work with whole schools for 2 sessions (there is always a follow up session where participants are asked to bring example of how what they have learned has impacted on practice – that is central to our approach) and we will target P5&6 teachers for more focused intervention work. Our model will be distinct training for them with in-class support in the form of modelling, team teaching and collaborative planning, assessment and evaluation. In terms of supply crisis, we learned from our friends on the Fife Pedagogy Team and have devised a model where some of the team will cover classes (implementing Reading) whilst teachers are trained in school with other members of the team. The School that will be initially trained in reading and writing are those which have significant numbers of children living in SIMD 1 and 2. 



What do high quality numeracy experiences look like in the Early Years?

 Evaluate abstract, concrete and visual activities which exemplify 

some of the work of the Early Level Numeracy Progression 

Framework.

 Consider how well we consistently promote Numeracy 

experiences across the playroom. 

 Reflect on how to lead, monitor, support and ensure high impact 

in the Early Years

Exemplar HT Session 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Link to HGIOS and HGIOELC

https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163808372308/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163808372308/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163818372307/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163818372307/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163808372308/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163808372308/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163818372307/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/1713810935574262/photos/pcb.1719163831705639/1719163818372307/?type=3


Activity Time

1, 2, 3 Count with Me 

Hide & Seek

Be Wise & Subitise



Holistic Approach – Working across Workstreams

Parental Engagement

‘I always enjoyed 
Maths at school but 
it can take me more 
time than the 
average person to 
work out my sums. 
That’s why this will 
help me to be more 
confident with 
numbers.’ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sam has touched on the clear link with Educational Psychology. We learned from ROC local research that ’There is scope for increased community partner involvement with schools to support parental engagement/involvement.’ ‘Teachers frequently noted a need to inform parents of the central role they occupied in their child’s learning and the need to encourage them to work with their children.’ (Robert Owen Centre Key Findings)Whilst we have a workstream focusing on parental and community engagement, we have ecompassed this into the PLA. As our methods change, e.g. as you see here, parents are learning about 5 frames, we need to enable parents to assist children in a way that builds on their work at school.We have delivered parental workshops for our pilor Numeracy framework and recorded lessons learned. We found that capacity for the breadth and depth of work we wish to do can be challenging so we have had to ‘think out of the box.’Next session, we are going to prepare a presentation guide and film us delivering a parental workshop which will be provided to schools alongside a copy of the framework. This will not only capitalise on their time but ensure consistency of key messages to our parent community and support all schools to engage parents in learning. 



Measuring Impact

Consistent, coherent approach 

to 

evidence gathering 

to inform practice and

enable evaluation of reforms. 

• Pilot establishments

• Emergent findings

• Sharing key messages

• Capacity building to raise 

attainment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve informed you of L& T but key measurement is around Numeracy.Maths RecoveryEvaluation: 	Listening and Talking workshops at over 40 of our primary schools, as well as individual schools following up. 	Professional Learning Network across 2 clusters who are working on our method of raising attainment for all.	Meeting to discuss our interventions and share practice across schools. Bring evidence to share. 	Professional dialogue was outstanding. Not cluster sharing sessions – 1 person from each school in a cluster. 	Real chance for communication and make clear links. 	Often cluster inservice, we either throw people together or people sit with their own. 	This method is building up peer teachers. 	8 week period and review and may get another lot of teachers. 	Another set offered – responsive to need. 	Some sessions, e.g., Numeracy Early Years Framework – 3 parts, participants come every 6-8 weeks for input and asked to bring evidence of impact. Some sessions will be followed up in school, NOT in an advisory role, protocols. Team teachers, planning together, modelling practice.  Evaluate our impact – by ROC. Clear accountability measures in place. 



The children’s recall of number facts is 

very good and they have an in depth 

knowledge of number which they are 

able to transfer to other areas of the 

curriculum e.g. role-play.

This has been very useful to us as a staff 

team, breaking the course into 3 ‘chunks’ 

has enabled staff to go away and practice 

each section weekly. I am seeing 

practitioners using the methodology and 

ideas across areas throughout the 

nursery.

Qualitative Data informing our Practice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1st quote is from an EY Centre Head. We tailored sessions to meet their needs. Feedback informed us that the flexibility model worked, as has the consistent evaluation. All practitioners who come to our workshops leave with a task in order that the discussion of impact is a focus during the following session.The 2nd comment is from a P1 teacher observing an EYP who had been on the training. We have met with Senior EYP and P1 teachers . Re transition of learning and value/impact of what is passed on. We are currently working with them to evaluate this and plan ahead however the impact the P1 teacher observed in her associated nursery means that she can set her standards higher and build on their good progress.  



Process for Capturing Evidence

It has been so worthwhile having had the 

opportunity to attend the course, to have had 

each step explained in detail. The video clips and 

the fact that the course is being delivered by 

practitioners makes so much more sense.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our folders



Making Education Work for All in North Ayrshire

 Agenda driven by staff  to meet pupils’ needs

 Format – consistently revisiting and focusing on impact on learning

 Working across sectors

 Support in schools – format at request of staff

 Variety of Models – incl Professional Learning Networks

Depth

Robustness 

Evidence-based

What’s working so far?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our role is to Design, support and monitor the development of tailored interventions designed to tackle inequalities within, between and beyond schools



Driven by Teachers & Practitioners

 Quick Cards

 Training 

 Tracking Doc’s

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Features of highly effective practice



Year 2 Plans

Numeracy

• Early Level Framework

• 1st Level Framework

• 2nd/3rd Level Framework 

• Numicon Training 

• Nurturing Number Sense

Pedagogy

• Differentiation

• Evaluation (Self-Evaluation & 
HGIOS 4)

• What does a high quality lesson 
look like?

• Quality Questioning 

• Practitioner Enquiry

Literacy

• Talking & Listening into 

• Reading

• Writing 

• Phonological Awareness & Speech 
Sounds

• Functional Writing

• Communication training

• Scots’ Language 

• Literacy across the Playroom

TEA TIME TASTERS

What the heck’s a Rekenrek?

Be Wise and Subitise!

Numeracy across the Playroom

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NUMERACY AND LITERACY – WHOLE SCHOOLPEDAGOGY - INDIVIDUALSEarly Level Framework – Glencairn, Stanley and Abbey Primary Schools First Level Framework – ready Easter-Summer – pilot schools.Primary – whole schoolNumber Talks – ‘Chatty Numbers’ Include secondary practitioners – can do separate sessions for secondary. 2nd Level Framework – looking for secondary practitioners to work on this. Maths co-ordinators – review programme Irvine Royal Academy – Lesson Study Maths RecoveryEvaluation: 	Listening and Talking workshops at over 40 of our primary schools, as well as individual schools following up. 	Professional Learning Network across 2 clusters who are working on our method of raising attainment for all.	Meeting to discuss our interventions and share practice across schools. Bring evidence to share. 	Professional dialogue was outstanding. Not cluster sharing sessions – 1 person from each school in a cluster. 	Real chance for communication and make clear links. 	Often cluster inservice, we either throw people together or people sit with their own. 	This method is building up peer teachers. 	8 week period and review and may get another lot of teachers. 	Another set offered – responsive to need. 	Some sessions, e.g., Numeracy Early Years Framework – 3 parts, participants come every 6-8 weeks for input and asked to bring evidence of impact. Some sessions will be followed up in school, NOT in an advisory role, protocols. Team teachers, planning together, modelling practice.  Evaluate our impact – by ROC. Clear accountability measures in place. VISIBLE LEARNINGCRITICAL SKILLS



Latest Developments

NAC_PLA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ontario, London and New York school improvement programmes all explained and engaged all partied of the system in the reform process.We did ‘Attainment Challenge’ roadshows across our authority – new strategy which will continue. We need to ensure is that we engage parents and pupils at every step and we are establishing plans to ensure that. And that will marry up with other factors within our attainment challenge bid. 



Input 2: Inverclyde



Promoting social and emotional wellbeing 
through nurture

Mairi McFarlane, Julie Hall, Anne Marie Mullan



Inverclyde Attainment Challenge 
• Attainment Challenge team
• Project leader
• Seemis Development Officer
• Data Officer
• Research Assistant
• 3 Coaching and Modelling Officers
• 9 Teachers (including Nurture)
• Admin Officer



Overall Plan
• Start small, think big
• 6 focus schools in Year 1
• 3 workstreams
• Leadership and Workforce
• Families and Communities
• Meeting Learning Needs
• Developing Nurturing approaches across all schools
• Sustainable model



Nurture in Inverclyde: an educational early 
intervention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have 8 years experience running a nurture group. In that time I undertook research in order to understand the medium to long term effects of inclusion in the nurture class. In the targeted school it was found that the effect was not only sustained 2- 5 years post inclusion in the group but was enhanced. It was also found and that the children had developed resilience and had the ability to seek help and articulate their needs when difficult situations arose in or out of school. This was the result of an appropriately targeted, timely intervention delivered in a planned, consistent way, using robust evaluation. This in itself had engendered a universal approach, across the school consistent with Getting It Right For Every Child. The key consideration for inclusion in the group is when staff identify that  socio emotional difficulties are interfering with a child’s attainment.  We are clear that the role of the nurture group is to help children settle and learn in school. We avoid labelling children, the whole approach avoids a  deficit model and focusses on the promotion of emotional growth.  The groups provide missed early learning and development opportunities and ultimately encourage the cognitive skills and motivation to enable the pupils to become successful learners and effective contributors. 



The Attainment Challenge Nurture Groups

• Follow a rigorous, research based model including stringent 
selection and reintegration policy.

• Aim to support emotional growth to enable children to 
become successful learners and effective contributors.

• Provide a safe predictable environment to revisit missed 
development opportunities in HWB, literacy and numeracy.

• Use a range of assessment methods to measure impact.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All nurture groups set up under the attainment challenge follow this model. They are classic part time Boxall models of 4 half days with children practicing new skills in their main class afternoon and Friday. This sharing between the class encourages an inclusive approach whereby children’s wellbeing is the responsibility of all, supporting increased understanding of all staff. It encourages a whole school nurturing approach which provided the understanding and support the children need as they continue through the school. By P3-4 the children disappear into the wider school community effectively part of the universal pathway.



Nurture groups in action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inverclyde model strongly advocates the teaching of curricular subjects at the appropriate level for a child’s development and often includes early numeracy and literacy such as phonological awareness. The attainment challenge nurture group use standardised assessments for maths and language. Pupils are carefully assessed to identify prior learning often showing up a very mixed picture associated with missed learning. By collecting data we are building a picture of the effectiveness of the model in closing the attainment gap not just in HWB but in maths and literacy as well. In an environment of unconditional positive regard, security, consistency and predictability the children the begin experience success, become more curious and motivated to learn. Strong relationships are at the heart of the nurture classes and this extends to parents giving opportunities for the provision of help and support to the whole family. 



Nurture in St Francis PS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were thrilled when we were chosen to be an attainment challenge school. We saw this as a wonderful opportunity to support our most vulnerable children, many of whom have significant deprivation for a variety of reasons. I’d seen other schools with nurture teachers and knew instantly what a huge difference that could make at St Francis.Anecdotally, the early results at St Francis have been superb, with classroom teachers reporting dramatic improvements in behaviour, engagement and performance in the regular afternoon lessons. Formerly disruptive children are now able to sit through assemblies and one girl who had been withdrawn to the point of days in silence is now talkative and sociable.



The Ark

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a combination of formal assessment tools and professional dialogue, five children in primary one and two were identified at the start of 2016 as potentially benefitting from the emotional and social support which is at the heart of the nurture approach. These children spend their mornings with Jennifer in The Ark, before re-joining their peers in the afternoon.



The Ark

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jennifer, who exudes warmth and enthusiasm for the children in her care, jokingly describes her role as a “school mum”. “The ark is focused on emotional wellbeing as well as literacy and numeracy,” she says. “The atmosphere is very homely but also educational – the content is very similar to the regular classes, but delivered in a much smaller, more manageable environment. “One of the things I’ve learned is thatit’s often the small achievements that mean the most. When I can sit down for a quiet snack and a chat with five kids who recently wouldn’t have beencapable of even that level of interaction… I genuinely feel blessed! There have beena few times when I’ve had to have a quiet tear I’ve been so proud of them.”Mothers knee, Group game, Book Bug  and Baking



Afternoon Groups



Any questions?
• Mairi.McFarlane@inverclyde.gov.uk
• Julie.Hall2@inverclyde.gov.uk@inverclyde.gov.uk
• Anne Marie Mullan INANM590@glow.sch.uk

Follow us:    @ACTcoachmodel

Let us know if there is anything we can do to support your 
learning journey!

mailto:INANM590@glow.sch.uk
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